
Disclaimer:

I am not a professional, and none of what I say on my Podcast or on any other platform

is any type of advice. I, Liam Scully, and my brand, Sum of Life are not a substitute for

diagnosing, treating, or for giving medical/mental health or life advice. Always seek the

advice of your mental health professional or other qualified health provider with any

questions you may have regarding your condition.

*Most of this PDF, especially the examples & screenshots, were last updated around August 2021*



Before reading the checklist, also read this:

This is a rough copy, so this checklist is subject to change. I wanted to produce this draft

ASAP in order to bring attention to these matters. Also, as a side note, this PDF entails

quite a bit of sarcasm and cynicism, mostly in the examples sections. I also want to say

that I support mental health advocates, but there are different ways to go about it. I

highly disagree with a lot of Insta-Therapy, but I still respect their effort. By no means is

my aim to attack these accounts; my aim is to challenge the ideas that they post.

Everything in this PDF is purely and solely my opinion and only my opinion. I could

miss things, too, and be wrong. Again, everything in this PDF and all of my work is

solely my own opinions. So without further ado, let’s decode these self-help gurus.

What is “Instagram Therapy”?

“Instagram Therapy”, in my opinion, is a name given to Instagram accounts that

focus solely on the field of Mental Health, but in a trendy way. Insta-Therapy accounts

post mental health topics in an appealing and often simple way. The phrase “Instagram

Therapy” was coined by someone else before me. The first time I saw it was when I read

it in a tweet from an online Psychologist. These accounts are identifiable through their

consistent posts of things that not only look good, but also sound really good, and might

also be trendy. These accounts might reference symptoms for mental health disorders as

well as varying other things to do with mental health generally, but I believe the

checklist will describe it better with all the examples that are given. Essentially,

Insta-Therapy accounts can be made by anyone; all you have to do is talk about mental

health and mental health disorders in a way that is attractive as a post and attractive in

the sense that it makes you momentarily feel good or relates to you in some way.



Instagram-Therapy Checklist
1. Is their disclaimer hard to find?

2. Are they professional therapists or going to/in school to be one?

3. Is it easy to self-diagnose yourself?

4. Are they trying to sell you something about mental health that they made themselves?

5. Do their posts make it easy to identify with a mental illness?

6. Do they (directly or indirectly) make it easier to look at life through the lens of a

mental illness?

7. Do they ever talk about normal fluctuations of mental health, or is everything bad that

happens related to a mental illness?

8. Is there a celebration of having a mental illness/poor mental health?

9. Do they offer any detailed long-term values/goals for recovery or where to find it?

10. Are their posts trendy?

11. Short-term “feel good” posts, but don’t point towards recovery?

12. Do they post regularly just to post on a schedule?

13. Do most of the posts seem to only discuss the details of being ‘mentally ill’?

14. Do their posts reinforce coddling?

15. Lastly, ask yourself, what makes these accounts genuine? Do they want to help you,

or do they want to gain popularity and make money off of mental health, or one more

than the other, or both equally the same?



Going Through Each Number..
1. Is their disclaimer hard to find?

- Most Insta-Therapy accounts seem to have a disclaimer, but it’s sometimes

hidden/hard to find. I rarely find accounts that make their disclaimer front and

center. For those accounts that do have a disclaimer in their bio, or near it, they

usually just make it part of their bio, not one of the most important parts. My

basic assumption is that if their disclaimer is hard to find then they’re probably

selling something because disclaimers at the front and center would look bad for

business, and undermine their knowledge on mental health; when in reality, the

opposite is probably true. Regardless, disclaimers are so vitally important,

especially when discussing serious mental health topics. After all, this is

Instagram we’re talking about, not therapy.

Examples: No disclaimer in bio or clear direction to a disclaimer. Actually, it’s quite

the opposite; their bios are filled with ways they can make money, such as their books,

education, etc., and links that lead to such things.



2. Are they professional therapists or going to/in school to be one?

- This one is important because you will likely find “Not a Therapist <3” or

something similar in Insta-Therapy account bios. This is kind of their subtle

appeal to saying that they don’t offer advice, but then go on to tell you everything

about mental health disorders, illnesses, etc., because they have personally

experienced it, and that’s usually in their bios as well. And this is not to negate

personal experience (which is extremely relevant) but nothing is a

one-size-fits-all and no one should be giving “non-advice” to someone who will

take it as “advice”. Lastly, if they are professionals, then great! But are they doing

one-on-one therapy with you, and if not then do they know your path for healing

properly? Probably not.



- Do they ever even share where they are getting their information from, or do they

just spout relatable topics to their followers to gain likes and popularity? Again,

you have to ask yourself these things. I already have an opinion on these matters,

obviously.

Examples:

3. Is it easy to self-diagnose yourself?

- This is up there for the most important of items on this checklist for me,

personally. One of the major issues with Insta-Therapy is that kids and young

adults (anyone, really) are possibly often self-diagnosing themselves with mental

health disorders/illnesses because of an Instagram post. That might sound like

the craziest thing to do, but certain posts make it so easy for people to

self-diagnose themselves with a mental illness. This is a problem because at least

some percentage of the people self-diagnosing themselves actually do not have a



mental illness, but then they proceed to live life through the lens of their

self-diagnosis which all came from a few Instagram posts about the symptoms of

anxiety, for example. This needs to stop.

Examples: Omg, if you have these symptoms you might have anxiety?!? Oh, wait, some

of those things might actually be totally normal…



4. Are they trying to sell you something about mental health that they made themselves?

- This goes back to people self-diagnosing themselves-- once someone is in on

believing they have a mental illness, they might follow an Insta-Therapy account,

maybe even particularly the same account that they self-diagnosed themselves off

of in the first place. The account might share more information on symptoms

about “your disorder”, or they might tell you motivating things such as “you are

better than this” but never really leave details with what “better” looks like for

you. All it is are simple motivating quotes that make you feel good in the short

term or make you relate, and this will keep you coming back to their account. And

don’t get me twisted, sometimes we do need short-term relief, but not

consistently because then it becomes a type of reassurance.

- Once you’re on their account, they can offer you something immediately.

Basically, saying to you, “You like what I’m saying here? Then buy this book I

wrote!” And many accounts will make their last slide an image of a product such

as a book, apparel, etc. And notice how some of these people are

non-professionals selling you books that they wrote themselves or sweatshirts

that they made themselves. Not much of what they recommend is from other

people, simply because they would not profit anything off of doing that. And if

they do sell things from other people, they might still be making money off of it

by having a promo code and/or making a post about it. And there’s nothing

wrong with making money, I just don’t like the way it’s pushed, and the reasons

it’s pushed.

- For example, if I really wanted the best for people’s mental health and I believe

that my book is *truly* the best resource to better their mental health, I would



make it free to read for everyone and just ask for support elsewhere. If people

want to financially support me on say, Patreon, then great.

- This is super cynical, but signaling that a book is what a mentally ill person needs

to help them will almost guarantee truly desperate mentally ill people to buy the

book right away because they want to know how to feel better instantly.

Examples: $116 for a sweatshirt. Mind you, this is the most expensive item listed on

their website, and 15% of profits go to mental health research, but 15% from $116 still

leaves quite a bit of money left over. I’m not saying anything bad, and I know you have

the cost of production, shipping, etc., but it just makes me a bit skeptical.

Selling something is on many Insta-Therapy accounts, but for a few exceptions. Here are

just a couple of pictures for references of these accounts selling things related to mental

health, again because that’s their market. And don’t take the word of an individualized

professional therapist, you can just listen to a large Insta-Therapy account who knows

little about your actual condition, and that’s all! :





5. Do their posts make it easy to identify with a mental illness?

- This really is the same thing as them getting you to self-diagnose yourself. Once

you can identify with a mental illness, then you will follow these accounts and

other similar ones to see what your mental illness is all about and to receive those

short-term feel-good posts.

- In my opinion, you are not defined by your mental illness, and you shouldn’t

make this an identity because then you will be clinging onto that mental illness (&

vice versa) for as long as you do.



Examples: Depression isn’t actually what you think it is, and you might wanna

consider that you’re depressed after reading these slides and relating to them. Yes,

definitely. *sarcasm initiated*

6. Do they (directly or indirectly) make you look at life through the lens of your mental

illness?

- Again, very similar to #5 in that they present you with information on what OCD

is like, for example, and from there they can tell you how OCD works. Once you

think you have OCD and you know how it works, then you will start looking at life

through the lens of OCD. The same goes for anxiety or depression.

- I should also mention a huge caveat, that seeing life through the lens of a mental

illness can be a good thing because you learn how anxiety, for example, operates;

you can see the things that anxiety wants you to avoid. But the HUGE difference



is when you look at life through the lens of a mental illness and you actually listen

to it. For example, you avoid things because you’re noticing the things that

anxiety wants you to avoid, so you listen to it. That’s completely different than

seeing what anxiety wants you to avoid and not listening to it, or even better,

doing the thing it wants you to avoid, within reason.

Examples:

7. Do they ever talk about normal fluctuations of mental health, or is everything bad that

happens related to a mental illness?

- This one is overlooked, in my opinion. Sometimes these accounts will claim that

many emotions and bodily sensations are because of a mental health disorder.

This type of rhetoric only strengthens our self-diagnoses and keeps us thinking

that everything “bad” that happens to us is because of a mental illness. The real

truth is that life is very, very hard, and it’s not fair at all; many are in far better

positions than others, but this does not mean that being sad means being



depressed, and that being anxious because of a job interview or a birthday means

you have anxiety. I mean your birthday happens once every 364 days, so it is

bound to have some weight to it, especially when you know the date & details.

- Emotions are a normal and healthy fluctuation of mental health. Do these

Insta-Therapy accounts ever explain the difference? Do they ever tell anyone that

anxiety can be natural and can also be a disorder? Rarely do I see this being

differentiated.

Examples: Attaching anxiety to anything, like birthdays.. Is this really how we’re all

gonna heal/recover?

8. Is there a celebration of having a mental illness/poor mental health?

- It doesn’t get worse than this-- Celebrating that it is great to let anxiety, for

example, get the best of you is the opposite of healing. What really needs to be

said when someone lets anxiety get the best of them is to be understanding and

supportive of them but not celebrate the victory of a mental illness getting what it

wants from a person-- that’s horrible. We want good mental health. We want to

rid ourselves of these horrible illnesses, not hold on to them.



9. Do they offer any detailed long-term values/goals for recovery or where to find it?

- What are these accounts really offering to you, as a follower? Most of the time,

these accounts will make short-term feel-good posts or say things like “You will

get better”, but without any detailed plan or direction to “better”/“recovery”.

- There are hardly any outlined plans on how to recover from these mental

illnesses to my knowledge. It’s more likely you will see posts that say something

along the lines of “things to notice when recovering”, or something similar.

Examples: Cool, so it’s “certainly possible.” Now what?



10. Are their posts trendy?

- Do the posts use words like gaslighting, trauma, guilt-tripping, or any other

words that seem to be a hot topic for mental health?

Examples: Gaslighting… so trendy!



11. Short-term “feel good” posts, but don’t point towards recovery?

- We talked about this previously, and it is all over Insta-Therapy accounts. Here’s

one more example below.

12. Do they post daily or on schedule?

- Most large accounts that have artsy pictures about mental health tend to post

DAILY. This is probably done to maximize output and maintain their

following/engagement.

- To check for this, just simply scroll through accounts to see if they post every day.

- Also, check for the repetitiveness of topics, and check to see if they are posting the

same post more than once (this happens more often than you would think).



13. Do they talk about recovery and when you have recovered, or do they only talk about

the details of being ‘mentally ill’?

- It is sad to see, but personally going through these accounts and just counting the

number of posts that can be listed as “these are for problems” and those that can

be listed as “these are for techniques”, the first far outweighs the second.

- Simply go through these accounts for yourself and count how many of the posts

can be considered as talking about “problems” (ex. Symptoms, feeling bad, etc.)

and how many can be considered as talking about “recovery”.

14. Do their posts reinforce coddling?

- Words like “normalize” come to mind when thinking of being okay with coddling.

The most frustrating thing is that the person who pushed through and got

something they wanted/worked for is not as celebrated as someone who backed

out of something because of something to do with mental health. We should be

understanding and supportive of the latter, not celebrating that anxiety, for

example, got the best of them. We should be mad that anxiety got the best of

them, and we should want to help them overcome that anxiety, not for them to

continue to suffer like they are suffering.

- In essence, do you think the world would be a better place if we worked and

supported each other to be mentally strong, or would the world be a better place

if we worked and supported each other to easily feel triggered?



15. Lastly, ask yourself, what makes these accounts genuine, including my account? Do

they want to help you, or do they want to gain popularity and make money off of mental

health, or one more than the other?

- Even if they’re not selling anything, are they still trying to gain popularity over

everything else? Are they posting the same things over and over again? How

much do they want you to think that you might have a mental illness, and how

much do they want you to constantly be aware of mental health? Is it really better

for us to keep looking at life through the lens of a mental illness or do we want to

look through life through our own lens?

- That’s it. In the end, it really is (obviously) up to you to decide what certain

accounts want.

More Examples Below on the Next Page!



More Examples…
Examples of #1 (disclaimer hard to find?)

- Where is the disclaimer lol.

Examples of #2 (are they therapists?)

- Also an example of #1, but here they say they are a “mentor”... um okay lol.

- Apparently a Psychologist, but they still don’t have a disclaimer.

- Therapy is intimately one-on-one or in a support group, with a professional.

- Therapy is not making “therapy” posts that are received as “advice” or “self-help”.



Examples of #3 (can you easily self-diagnose?)

- You can even self-diagnose yourself into believing you’re “awakening”, whatever

that means. These will most likely come in the form of a post saying, “signs you’re

an...” or “signs that…”

- Let’s just add anhedonia to your already self-diagnosed state of anxiety and

depression so you can focus on more things that you need to fix in your life.

- Better watch out if you have these unfamiliar habits, you might be depressed!



Examples of #4 (Are they trying to sell you something, particularly

something to do with mental health?)

- $15 + shipping to overcome depression! And who is the author? No way… it’s….

it’s… the co-founder of The Depression Project!!! Who would’ve guessed!

- If the first book couldn’t tell you how to overcome anxiety, you might have luck

reading the next book! Or maybe he’ll write another one!

- *This is one of the only updated sections where I’ll just add that he did in fact

write another book* (See below)



Examples of #5 (Easy to identify with a mental illness?)

- If you have these signs, you might be depressed???

- You know what else is true? You can believe almost anything to be true if you

google enough.

- This might not be identifying with a mental illness, but they believe that with one

Instagram post full of slides they will tell YOU why YOU are attracting toxic

people. Are you going to believe them?



Examples of #6 (Looking through the lens of mental illness)

- “I did all these things because of anxiety, and I will keep doing them because of

anxiety.” (This quote is sarcastic and from myself) These things most certainly

happen, but don’t you want the cycle to break? Don’t you want to look at life with

a clear lens, one that doesn’t make you listen to anxiety? Of course! These

accounts trap us in these cycles. And for what? Because it feels good to have the

reassurance that something was because of anxiety?

Examples of #7 (normal fluctuations of mental health vs mental illness?)

- Seriously, most things on this checklist have crossovers.

- All of these symptoms can be normal anxiety, but just read their post.



Examples of #8 (celebration of having a mental illness?)

- A dichotomy, smh.

- Where’s the middle ground? Where’s the “it’s ok to feel down, but maybe we

should get you in touch with a professional to help rid you of that?”

Examples of #10 (Do they aim to be trendy?)

- Woah! The word “gaslighting” hit an all-time high on Google trends in August of

2021. When do you think the above post was posted? Correct, in August of 2021!

- Mental health is trendy, and these accounts are just catching every wave. Let’s tell

everyone what “gaslighting” is because it’s trendy and fits within the greater

scope of “Mental Health”.



Examples of #9 (Direction for long-term recovery?)

- But who is this for, exactly? And what is the point of the hierarchy? There is no

direction for long-term recovery here. Talking to who? Maybe talk to a

professional?

Examples of #11 (Short term feel-good posts)

- Doesn’t this post just look like something from Microsoft Word circa 2010? lol



- “You are worthy”, “Your mind is beautiful”, etc.

- There are countless examples of short-term feel-good posts all over

Insta-Therapy

Examples of #12 (Do they post just to keep a schedule?)

- Above are two slides from the same post about how Vitamins won’t “cure” your

anxiety.



- Yet literally 2 posts before they had a post with “5 Vitamins that helped my

anxiety”... the hypocrisy.

- Again, possibly just posting to post, and also possibly to try and reach as many

audiences as possible.

- *Another update here, but they deleted the “5 Vitamins that helped relieve my

anxiety” post!! Maybe because I had a top comment on it about how they were

being hypocrites, but who knows. I got the proof at least lmao.*

Examples of #13 (Do they constantly talk about the details of being mentally

ill?)

- These are all pretty self-explanatory.



Examples of #14 (reinforce coddling?)

- These are common misconceptions which (specifically on OCD) I’ve discussed on

my podcast before. It’s not that you can’t say these things about OCD because

they will hurt someone’s feelings, it’s that you can’t factually say that you’re OCD



about something because OCD is a noun lol. You can’t describe something with

OCD. Do we really want to be coddling ourselves? Won’t this make us look more

through the lens of mental illness? I.e., watching out for words all the time that

“trigger” us? Would you be happier with your guard always up, or would you be

happier with simply telling a friend that it’s incorrect for such and such reasons,

or simply ignoring it or teaching anxiety or OCD to unlearn certain triggers? The

choice is yours.

- This is another form of coddling. How many things do we need to “normalize” so

everyone can feel comfortable?

Well, that’s what I got for now. I have many more receipts of different posts like the ones

I showed in this PDF. I hope this was useful in someway. This will certainly be updated

as I grow, learn, and discover more about what is right with this and what is wrong with

this. Please, again, know that I could be entirely wrong on so many parts of this, and I

would love to correct myself and learn from it if I am wrong in any way, which I’m sure I

am. As I said in the beginning, this is merely a rough draft.

If you have any concerns, comments, or critiques (Please send critiques! Would love to

hear how you think I should change some things!), please go to my contact page on my

website sumoflife.org, and message me!

Thanks for reading!


